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ABSTRACT - Based upon the model of particles diffusion within the sphere of partially absorbing
boundaries, the possibilities of the detection, by the incoherent cold neutron scattering method, of particle
precipitation on the boundary walls, has been investigated. The calculated scattering law as a function of the
boundary absorption properties exhibits distinct characteristics which might, under favorable conditions, make
such an experimental attempt feasible.

1. Introduction

It is a necessity in a large number of physical circumstances to have an appropriate way
to describe the structural arrangement and the motion of particles in a confined geometry. This
is particularly the case for water molecules in different surroundings which has been studied
extensively by many experimental techniques. Here we want to mention recent neutron
scattering investigations of the structure and the dynamics of water molecules in porous glasses
[1-4], in silica gels [5-7] and biological systems [8]. However, cages of molecular sizes are
present in many other physical systems. In liquids close to the triple points the packing of
molecules provides a local cage around each molecule. The life time of the cage defined by the
nearest neighbors is long compared to the velocity correlation times and it thus restricts the
diffusive motion of a molecule, see for example [9].

In many of the neutron quasielastic scattering investigations, which are aiming at
characterizing the diffusive motion of the molecules in a cage or a pore, the formalism by
Volino and Dianoux [10] has been one essential basis for the interpretation of the measured
data. This formalism is based on the assumption that the particles are moving in a potential of
spherical symmetry and it is applied to the problem of calculating the incoherent scattering
function SiC(QE) for particles performing a translational diffusive motion in the interior of a
sphere with perfectly reflecting walls. This situation is appropriate in many situations but
when, for example, a polar molecule is hitting a wall it might very well be stuck to it. This
might be the case if a hydrogen bond to one of the wall molecules is established as a result of
the collision. Thus in this paper we present a generalization of the Volino and Dianoux
approach [10] and derive Sinc(QE) for the case of diffusion of a particle inside a (for
convenience assumed to be spherical) cage with arbitrary absorption and reflection properties.

It is our intention to investigate in some details the phenomena of the idealized particle
precipitation on the partially absorbing (spherical) wall constraining their diffusing motion,
having in mind, being this a dynamical process, the eventual possibility of its detection by the
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incoherent cold neutron scattering method. Specifically the paper is concerned with the effect
of time variation of the number density of the scatteres subjected to the Brownian motion only,
the further modification of the incoherent scattering law as represented by the additional
effects of, on the walls absorbed particles is, at this time, not to be discussed.

2. Theoretical outline

The cage in which the particles are diffusing is approximated by a sphere with partially
absorbing walls. In order to describe the motion of the particles one needs to compute the
probability density function W(F ,J '; t) defined in such a way, that it is giving the probability
of finding the particle in a volume element dV at time t, providing the particle started from F'
at t=O. This transition probability density obeys a diffusion equation [11] of the form,

dW = DV2 W (I)
dt

where it is assumed that the diffusion constant D is time and position independent. Eq. (1) has
to be solved for the following boundary conditions:

W(,', t=0) =(F - r ')

d W(Fh';l) 0 W(r, r '. t) = (2)

dr rR

r--R r--R

W(F, F ';t) = regular inside the closed boundary

f W(FF'; t)dV = 1.

Here, the absorption properties of the boundary are described by the factor h, which is obtained
from Fick's law and particle current consideration [11]. It is given by,

h = - 1 1 (3)

where If is the mean free path of a Brownian particle. The absorption factor h is evidently
expressed in units of length. The parameter p denotes the probability of particle reflection from
the inside wall of the sphere. For p=l total reflection occurs while p=O represents the opposite
case of total absorption. After some derivation the solution of eq. (1), which is satisfying the
subsidiary conditions in eqs. (2), is found to be [10],

W(F, F A, t) = /m(rr';t) (YY 1( (Q)
1=0
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Ai~r, r`, t,) = 2,n[o j, (r, R)j, (lo' x ) e R(4

Here Y17QD) denotes the 1-th order spherical harmonics, D2=(0,(), where 0 and (p are the
spherical coordinates of the particle position vector F at time t, j(u) is the spherical Bessel
function of order 1, C'l is a normalization constant which reads,

R ~~~~~~- I

{Sf r (r i) r 1 .. •0 (5)
2 (r R it (XI') - (xi' )-Ie (xl )J,+ (xl )

3 3 - 10 Xwn =0

R is the radius of the sphere and xi' is the n-th root of the transcendental equation of l-th order
as given by,

(1 - h R)]1, (xi') = xl ji,,(x) 1=0, 1, 2, 3 ........ (6)

Eq. (5) arises as a direct consequence of the boundary condition at the surface of the
sphere (eq. (2)). It should be noted that for p:l all the infinite number of roots, for every
particular 1, implicitly depend on the reflection coefficient p as well as on the radius R of the
sphere. The case of a perfectly reflecting spherical cage has been treated by Volino and
Dianoux [10]. Due to the absorption property of the boundary the particles which condense on
its surface no longer participate in the diffusion process. If the system is homogeneous and can
be described by a position independent number density no at time t=O, i.e. nif ,0)=no, the
number density of the particles which still diffuse at time t is found to be,

n(F, t) = no f W(F,F'; t)dV' (7)

Consequently, the number of particles Nabs(t) absorbed by the boundary as a function of time is
given by,

d n(r, c) -D RiJ

Nabs(t) = D fdr INN (1-e
0 dr n--)

(8)

no4 ('con) .2 (x 0 ~)
Nn, = no R4(o)'i (Don ),

where the coefficients Co`' s are given by the eq. (5) above and no 3N=1(47rR3). Once again it
should be noted that the absorption of particles is time dependent and is an implicit function of
R and reflection probability p. At t=0 it follows that Nabs(°) = 0 but at t -* oo the number of
absorbed particles is not equal to the number of particles enclosed unless of course the
reflection probability p is identically equal to 1, i.e. the absorption coefficient, h, being equal to
0. Total absorption of particles by the wall is represented by the case p=l in which case
h -oo .
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3. The incoherent scattering law

The incoherent scattering law, S,,C(Q, (o), is calculated assuming that the particles
within the system do not possess any rotational degrees of freedom. Si,(Q, w), for a classical
system is defined by

SmWQ w) f LFS(Q, tf)6 d, (9)

where Q is the neutron scattering vector and co is the neutron energy transfer expressed in
units h. The intermediate scattering function, F/Q,), can be written as

F/Qt) = (e 0() e -F(O) ) = e'Q'e- Q& W(i, ';t)W(F')dVdV' (10)

where W'(r') denotes the initial probability of finding the particle diffusing within the volume
element dV' at F' and at t=0. When a particle is absorbed on the surface it will perform a
vibrational motion what can be additionally incorporated in eqs. (10). However, this
complicates the derivation of SijnQw) considerably and it is left for a subsequent paper.
Assuming an isotropic distribution of the initial orientations of F', the following expression
for the intermediate incoherent scattering function is obtained,

F (Q,1) = E(21 + 1)[C/ | I,' (Q)e (II)

where the coefficients l7(Q) are given by,

17(Q) = iR3XJr j,(r L '(rQ) dr

- R{lQ2 -( ,/R) 2 (K } i(Q R)jhI(xw)-Qi-lQ R)Ii(x:)i} (12)

It can be easily shown, that lim f R o f(Q) = 3j/(xon)/[R (xo'71 i
The formal expression for the incoherent scattering law consequently reads,

SInC(Q o)) E(2/±1tcz j2 I, 0 (Q) Zi ((o) TV (13)

=0

3 =()X jl(X 

~~~~~~~~( ~l-|[]2x'Qj- R (x)EE[Cn12 1n() |

+ ~ L~ (2) [D (xon)212 ~02 =1 n[R [D (X 2
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where the terms corresponding to zero-th roots of eq. (6), i.e. x,° = 0 (for l=1, 2, 3,.... 0), yield
the so called elastic incoherent structure factor, EISF, as presented in eq. (13) by the sum of
terms in front of the delta function, 3(o)).

4. Numerical results

Evidently, the scattering law, S w), for particles constrained to diffuse inside a given
spherical volume of radius R, eq. (13), is also an implicit function of the surface absorption
properties as provided by the multiple roots of the (highly nonlinear) criteria equations (6). In
this respect two limiting cases are immediately of great interest:

a) h = 0, corresponding to the case of perfectly reflecting walls, the one studied in details in
ref. [10], for which the criteria equations reduce to the conditions,

j1(x1,) = 0 valid for l = Q
I j/ () x),",(xi') I = 1, 2, 3. ........ (14)

the roots of which are in this case independent of the radius R of the spherical walls. In this
limit of a totally reflecting surface the eq. (13) goes over to the expression derived by
Volino and Dianoux [10]. One notes, that the value xoo = 0 is the first root of eq. (14) (for
1=n=O), consequently the EISF term is given by,

EISF 9j, (QR) (15)

(QR)2

and provides in principle an additional (independent) experimental information on the
geometry allowed to the Brownian motion of particles in question. It has been studied in
details in ref. [10]. An additional characteristics of the particle diffusion inside the
spherical volume with perfectly reflected walls is the fact that the scattering law, SLnC(Q, w),
in the limit Q -- 0, diverges.

An alternative to the above., is the limiting case of

b) h -# co, corresponding to the example of perfectly absorbing walls, for which the criteria
relations now read,

j/(X0 ) = 0 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3,., (16)

One notes that the above two limits in principle ought to provide rather distinct results, the
reason being in the following facts. In the first case, case a), the expression for the
scattering law, eq. (13) is in the lowest, i.e. the zero-th order of integer l, expressed in terms
of a root xoo = 0 as provided by the second of the criteria eq. (14), jl(xo') = 0.
Consequently, the incoherent elastic structure factor, EISF, is in this limit of perfectly
reflecting walls nonzero. In the case of perfectly absorbing barrier, case b), there does not
exist the solution xoo = 0 for 1=0 asjc,(0)=J. It is easily seen, that all the coefficients in the
6(U) terms are identically equal to zero, consequently EISF ought to vanish. Physically this
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means, that in the case of perfectly absorbing barriers, diffusing particles can not. even in
principle, provide the description of the geometry of the motion admissible to the them. For
such an information one has consequently to turn to the full dynamical scattering law,
Si('QOJ), which in the limit Q -- 0, remains finite as evidenced from eqs. (5) and (12).

On Figure 1. to Figure 5. some representative numerical results of the incoherent
scattering law, SM(Q, w), as a function of the neutron scattering vector Q, are presented for the
following set of parameters: radius R = 3.10-'0 m, the translational diffusion constant,
D = 4. 106 cm2/sand the absorption parameter h = 0 (i.e. perfectly reflecting boundary), Figure
1. (top left - note that on the figure the 6(o£) terms is not exhibited), h = 0.9.1010 M-', (top
right), h = 100.10'0 mr' (bottom left) and h - co, the case of perfectly absorbing barriers
(bottom right). In general it can be observed, that for each particular value of Q, the half width
at half maximum (HWHM) of the resulting Lorentzian curves, with increasing parameter h
substantially broadens accompanied by a corresponding decrease of its peak value.

12.

S W, W) 0 . S [QulW]l/ 4

X ls 2ll 4x 01 s 2x~ 

-2xl x-

Figure 1.: The incoherent scattering law evaluated for boundary absorption coeffcient h]0 (top
left), hI0.90 1 0- m' (top right), h(l00*10 10 m- (bottom left), h- (bottom right)
perfectly absorbing boundary.

Last statement is illustrated on Figure 2, which presents the variation of maxima of
SinC('Q, ) 0),f as a function of Q. with h being a parameter. Evidently, strong functional
dependdece on the boundary absorption coefficient, h, is exhibited. An additional distinct
feature characterizing the h=0 case from the cases of particle diffusion within the sphere with
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absorbing walls is in the fact, that HWHM as a function of Q (very narrow for h=0 case) is
strongly Q dependent, while HWHM for h •0 cases is much less so.

1X101x ll - ': ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' A \

4x10-
1 2

r '_, 

2l-12

_~1O
1 2

D 2 3 4 5 6 e

Q [1/A] t xs 1

Figure 2.: (left) Peak values of the scattering law, SinC(Q, (i=0), as a function of Q for h=0 (full
line), h=0.9. 1 o '0 m' (dash-dotted line), h= 100 1T' 0 m- and h-- - (dashed line).

Figure 3.: (right) Intermediate scattering function eq. (11) corresponding to the scattering law
of fig. I (bottom left) is presented.

On Figure 3. the intermediate scattering function, FQt), is presented, as calculated for
the value of parameters corresponding to the ones for the scattering law as presented on Figure
1. (bottom left).

The relative particle absorption rate, NabSt)/Nabs(Oc), eq. (8), corresponding to the
intermediate scattering function exhibited on fig. 3, is presented on Figure 4.

1 -_ 2 3 4 __6 7 w ______2x

0.8

0 ~ .l^l 4] 6x

0.6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 1s x0
t [i0-11 s]10

Figure 4.:(left) Relative particle absorption rate as a function of time is presented.

Figure 5.:(right) The incoherent scattering law corresponding to the one of Figure 1 (bottom
left) is recalculated for the case of R =9. o 0 m.
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On Figure 5. the Si,(Q,), for the limiting case of perfectly absorbing barriers
(i.e. h -- oo) is presented for R = 9*10 -10 m. The effect is evidenced as an increase of the peak
intensity of the scattering law, accompanied with the corresponding narrowing of the line
width of the Lorenzian, at each particular Q, when compared to results of Figure 1. (bottom
right).

5. Conclusions

Based upon the model of (incoherent) particles diffusion within the sphere of partially
absorbing boundaries, the possibilities of the detection, by the incoherent cold neutron
scattering method, of the particle precipitation on the boundary walls, has been investigated.

The calculated resulting incoherent scattering law, Sc(QQco), providing, that the required
parameters belong to domains which are accessible to cold neutrons, exhibits distinct features -
most notably the absence of the elastic incoherent structure factor among others- which would
render such an investigation feasible, providing that the distribution of the sphere radii in the
substance to be investigated remains very sharp.

The combined effect of the diffusing and absorbed particles on the incoherent scattering
law including the effect of the finite distribution of constrained volume available to the
diffusing particles, remains to be investigated separately.
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